LG Solar’s V5 Modules are Designed to be Light on Your Roof

When LG developed our new, powerful V5 solar modules, one priority was to add less weight to your roof.

LG Solar’s V5 modules are designed with glass and frames that are highly durable, but lighter. Each module now weighs 17.1 kg. That’s .9kg less than the 18kg weight of our older A5 modules – and lighter than many of our competitors currently provide.

Advantages of Lighter Solar Modules

• When you multiply the number of modules in your system by the decrease in weight, you get a lower load on your roof.
  Example: a 6kW system that includes 16 375W NeON® R modules now weighs 14.4 kg (31.75 pounds) less.
• Lighter modules are easier for installers to carry, maneuver and install.

Outstanding Durability

Even with lighter modules, you can count on the durability of your LG solar system. Each module comes with:

• A frame built for excellent durability
• Tempered glass specially designed for strength
• The ability to handle a front load of 5400 Pa (Pascal) and a rear load of 4000 Pa
• A 25-year product warranty for peace of mind

High Power, Lower Weight, Outstanding Durability. LG Solar’s V5 modules provide it all.

Did You Know?

When you go solar, ask for the brand you can trust: LG Solar

Learn More